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RING OF FIRERING OF FIRE

Tambora Liveaboard will bring you through the Ring of Fire, a region known

for its active volcanoes and seismic activity. The journey includes several dive

sites, including Kalabahi Bay, Munaseli, Ternate, Wetar, Reong Island, Kital

Island, Terbang Island, Serua Island, Manuk Island, Manuk Island, Banda

Neira, Karang Hatta, Hole in the Wall, Pohon Miring, Batu Kapal, Suanggi,

and Nusa Laut.

  

DAY 1

Kalabahi Bay Arrive not more than 12pm Check Dive Sunset. As the Tambora

sets sail, passengers will have the opportunity to explore the stunning

underwater world of Kalabahi Bay during a check dive. Witnessing the vibrant

marine life and coral reefs during sunset is sure to be a memorable

experience. 

DAY 2

divers will have the chance to explore the beautiful dive sites of Munaseli and

Ternate in North Pantar. These locations are known for their diverse marine

life and stunning underwater landscapes. After the dives, passengers will

continue their journey towards Wetar, which is approximately a 15-hour cruise

away. Please note that the itinerary may be subject to change depending on

various factors such as weather conditions and other unforeseen

circumstances. 

DAY 3

passengers will have the opportunity to explore the beautiful Reong Island

with two dives, where they can discover the vibrant marine ecosystem and

encounter unique underwater species. Additionally, there will be one dive at

Wetar before cruising towards Nyata Island, where more exciting adventures

await.

DAY 4

you will get the opportunity to participate in two thrilling dives at Nyata

Island, immersing yourself in its spectacular underwater landscapes and

encountering a variety of marine creatures. Following that, the boat will go to

Kital Island, where an additional dive will take place to better explore the

island's intriguing underwater habitat. Following this thrilling adventure, the

expedition will continue to Terbang Island for more wonderful memories. 

DAY 5

At Terbang Island, you will have the opportunity to embark on a thrilling dive

at North Terbang Island, where you can witness the vibrant coral reefs and

swim alongside schools of tropical fish. Afterward, the expedition will take you

to South Terbang Island for two more exhilarating dives, allowing you to

explore the diverse marine life that inhabits the area. Finally, the day will

conclude with a relaxing cruise to Desperandum Atoll, where you can unwind

and soak in the breathtaking views of 

DAY 6

Two dives at Nil Desperandum before cruising to Serua Island 1 dive in the

afternoon at Serua Island while anchored at Serua Island. The dives at Nil

Desperandum will give you the opportunity to discover the stunning coral

formations and encounter a variety of marine species. Once you reach Serua

Island, you can enjoy another thrilling dive while anchored, immersing

yourself in the vibrant underwater world of this picturesque location. 

DAY 7

Serua Island to Manuk Island Cruise with three dives at Serua Island, embark

on a memorable cruise from Serua Island to Manuk Island. During this

journey, take advantage of the three dives offered at Serua Island, allowing

you to further explore its captivating underwater wonders. From vibrant coral

reefs to mesmerizing marine life, these dives will provide unforgettable

experiences for diving enthusiasts. 

DAY 8

Manuk Island / Snake Island 3 dives at Manuk Island Cruise to Banda Neira

After an exhilarating day of diving at Manuk Island, the cruise continues to the

enchanting Snake Island. Here, you will have the opportunity to embark on

three more thrilling dives, immersing yourself in the diverse marine ecosystem

and encountering fascinating sea creatures. The picturesque landscapes and

crystal-clear waters surrounding Snake Island will leave you in awe as you

continue your unforgettable journey towards Banda Neira.

DAY 9

Banda Neira archipelago dives at Karang Hatta , Hole in the wall Banda Neira

excursion Night Dive In Banda Neira, you will have the chance to explore the

stunning underwater world through dives at Karang Hatta and Hole in the

Wall. These dive sites are known for their vibrant coral reefs and abundant

marine life, providing a truly mesmerizing experience. Additionally, a night

dive in Banda Neira will offer a unique opportunity to witness the nocturnal

creatures that come alive in the darkness, adding an extra element of

excitement to your adventure. 

DAY 10

Banda Neira archipelago dives at Pohon Miring , Batu Kapal Cruise to

Suanggi afternoon dive at Suanggi Cruise to Nusa Laut. you can explore the

breathtaking dive sites of the Banda Neira archipelago, including Pohon

Miring and Batu Kapal. These sites are known for their stunning underwater

landscapes and diverse marine species. After a fulfilling day of diving, you can

enjoy a relaxing cruise to Suanggi, where you can indulge in an afternoon

dive at Suanggi. Finally, end your day with a cruise to Nusa Laut, where you

can unwind and prepare for more. 

DAY 11

Nusa Laut last 2 - 3 dives, you can continue your exploration of the

underwater wonders at Nusa Laut with two to three more dives. After an

exhilarating day of diving, you can look forward to a delightful BBQ night at

Maolana, where you can savor delicious grilled seafood and relax under the

starry sky.

DAY 12

Check Out, it's time to check out and bid farewell to the beautiful island of

Nusa Laut. Take some time to soak in the stunning views and reminisce about

the incredible diving experiences you had during your stay. As you leave,

don't forget to capture some last-minute memories of this tropical paradise

before heading back home.

Our Offices
Jl. Tukad Balian No. 455A

Denpasar, Bali 
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